THE CHANGE OF BLADDER SHAPE DURING FILLING PHASE - DO BLADDER DURING FILLING BECOMES VERTICAL LIKE VOIDING BLADDER

Hypothesis / aims of study
Bladder shape during videourodynamics has not long been attracted interest. We quantitatively measured bladder shape of normal and detrusor over activity (DO) bladder during videourodynamics.

Study design, materials and methods
We had 87 patients who underwent videourodynamics at supine position, according to the ICS standards, at supine position in our hospital from August to December 2014: 45 female, 42 male, mean age 68.0±14.6 years.

Statistical test were analysed by Mann-Whitney test.

Results
Men showed more common aspect at MDV > 1.0 (vertically long shape) than women (p<0.01). 12 female and 15 male patients had DO. 3 female and 10 male patients had LC. We divided into three groups: normal group (without DO and LC), DO group, LC group. During slow bladder filling, aspect ratio at MDV > 1.0 was seen in 8 normal women (25.5%) and 3 normal men (27.3%). In contrast, aspect ratio at MDV > 1.0 was seen in 3 DO women (25.0%) and 12 DO men (80%), mostly along with DO, being more common than those in normal group. DO men showed more common aspect ratio at MDV > 1.0 than DO women (p<0.01).

Interpretation of results
Previously, bladder shape is well described as vertical during voiding phase in urodynamic textbooks. In contrast, bladder shape during filling phase has not been well documented so far. This is the first study to quantitatively show, by videourodynamic, that bladder shape changed to vertical during bladder filling in 97.4% normal bladder and 85.2% DO bladder, 84.6% LC bladder. The change to vertical bladder was observed mostly along with DO in DO patients. The vertically long bladder is more common in men than in women. Since this phenomenon simulates voiding bladder, DO bladder might share not only elevated pressure, but also morphological changes with voiding bladder. This further implies that DO might be the exaggerated micturition reflex that normally occurs in the voiding phase.

Concluding message
We quantitatively showed that DO bladder during filling becomes vertically long as compared with normal group, particularly in men. The sex difference was noted in the change of bladder shape during filling phase. Since this phenomenon simulates voiding bladder, DO bladder might share not only elevated pressure, but also morphological changes with voiding bladder.
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